SHRMLV Employee Recognition Survey – 72 Respondents

Other:
- Birthday -5 Responses
- Special Projects outside of the scope of their normal job/Above and Beyond Performance - 8 Responses
- Specific actions are recognized
- There is a monetary recognition program, but it very seldom gets used
- We have 3 different programs. Safety (someone recognizes an issue and submits it to manager - 1 winner per
month), Peer recognition - award varies month to month, limit to 1 per person per year, length of employment - 5,
10, 15 etc years - awarded at the holiday party
- Nomination by coworkers
- Manufacturing metrics such as efficiency and scrap production.
- When they earn certifications; when we complete a project; we celebrate the successes of individuals and teams.
- Fulfilling a major step in a company goal, acknowledging recognition from shareholders
- Nominations by managers and/or coworkers - covers any reason
- Spot bonuses; Monthly Values in Action recognition
- Wellness
- We also reward employees based on our core values.
- When we catch someone in the act of being awesome at Lehigh, we like to let them know. That’s why we have
three levels of awards to acknowledge the variety of ways that employees make Lehigh stronger.
- Top 10% in mfg are rewarded on their performance. However, recognition occurs daily as well. In mfg, managers
are encouraged to do spot bonuses when employees are showing exemplary actions and employees can nominate
coworkers for going above and beyond - we call it 'Cheers for Peers'.
- Special performance recognition, and attendance.
- Going above and beyond in their job and performing their job in an outstanding way qualifies them to be recognized
through our Golden Service Award Program. They receive a pin and when they reach a specific number of pins, they
receive a gift card.
- Monthly Performance
- Currently main recognition program, we do grant an additional 4 hours of PTO for employee appreciation in April
- We have a peer to peer recognition system in place. We draw names for prizes each month and quarterly from
those who have recognized and have been recognized.
- Practicing cultural beliefs

Answer Key:
Personal thank you notes
Company recognition – announced to all employees
Additional time off
Flexible schedule for a day or week, etc.
Dedicated parking space
Commuter benefits
Virtual party
Treated to breakfast or lunch
Treated to breakfast or lunch with the Supervisor
Lunch truck or ice cream truck

Time away for training
Provided a service/event – i.e. ticket to sporting event/concert/massages/fitness
instruction
Award a Vacation trip
Gifts/bonuses of various amounts valued under $25
Gifts/bonuses valued $25-$100
Gifts/bonuses valued $100 - $1000
Gifts/bonuses valued over $1,000. - $2.499
Gifts/bonuses valued over $2,500. - $5,000
Gifts/bonuses valued over $5,000
Monies strictly toward education costs/school credits or loans.

Other:
- Dinner for all celebrating a milestone anniversary with full leadership team.
- All employees with 5, 10, 15, 20 etc. years of service are recognized at a luncheon with the head of the organization
and their respective supervisors. Gifts are given valued by years of service. All in attendance at the lunch are then
given the rest of the day off.
- We use a points system where the associate is awarded points based on the awards they receive. They can then go
into a catalog and order a prize with their points and have it delivered right to their door.
- Annual Increase
- MoPaws, Impact Awards
- We give gifts based on years of service. They start around $100 for 5 years, $250 for 10 years, etc.
- Health / benefit programs at no cost to the employee
- Certificate with years of service Jacket with years of service
- $100 for each decade of service.
- We offer several awards and there are different amounts for said awards.
- Company vehicles
- CEO Award of Excellence awarded to recognize outstanding service- awarded at annual holiday party in front of all
employees

Answer Key:
See Question 2

Other:
- All of them appreciated
- Money
- None of the above are provided

Answer Key:
Green --S/he does very little to motivate our employees
Dark Blue -S/he provides or encourages some motivation but could do much better
Yellow -S/he tries to do better than many companies I am familiar with
Light Blue -S/he goes above and beyond whenever s/he can

Q6 One thing our company has done differently in the last two years in terms of employee recognition
is:
- Using an application that works similar to Facebook to publicly give kudos and points - points are then applied to a
company gift
- Nothing - 10 Responses
- Salary Increase
- A peer to peer recognition program was set up for employees to recognize each other
- Recognize employee anniversary milestones at holiday party
- Thank you notes
- Better quality and quantity on Holiday give-a-ways during our company Holiday party
- Changed the performance management process - no ratings
- MoPaws are simple thankyous that are provided by & to students, faculty & staff. over 20,000 have been given out.
- The awards for recognizing safety issues.

- Greater promotion/awareness of participating in Company safety committee
- Added safety contests and modified gainshare program to encourage a proactive safety culture.
- They seem to offer more flexibility when possible in start and end times.
- Allow extra vacation days
- Wellness program, they love it!
- Trying to do more little things more often
- Empower Managers to give gift cards to employees for doing a good job.
- Created a Values in Action initiative
- Encourage wellness and provide programs (at no / or minimal cost) to employees
- Granted a personal parking space.
- We started an Employee Recognition Program where all employees can recognize an employee and it goes through
a system where points are awarded to buy gift cards, etc. An e-mail also gets sent to the person's manager. The
manager also goes over the recognition's that were given at every team monthly meeting.
- We have added a monetary bonus to service awards and retirements.
- Made the process simpler and allowed peer to peer recognition. Before there were several levels of approval, now
only one
- More outreach
- Although our recognition program has been available to managers for years, we trained ALL our managers on our
recognition program, making them aware. There has been a huge increase in recognition.
- We seek written feedback during quarterly meetings asking employees what they need from the company, where
they see a need for improvement, what can we do for them, etc.
- Talk about it
- Started weekly "good news" email which recognizes employees for different personal & professional achievements.
- Changed sales commissions to better reflect performance
- Awards tied to cultural behaviors
- Pay for performance bonuses
- We do employee appreciation day which is usually a fun team building exercise.
- Quarterly employee appreciation breakfast
- Game rooms
- Implemented an activities committee
- We send birthday cards out each month to all staff members.
- We have a points program where the associate can shop for prizes of their choice. We have started to use this
program more broadly and it is working well. We have also implemented a cash incentive program for our
manufacturing associates.
- Provided a dinner with board members and spouses for years of service
- Personal letters from the president
- New culture including rewards
- Changed to electronic web based to allow peer to peer recognition and changed the actual rewards - variety of gifts
and gift cards to choose from is expansive
- Focus in professional development
- Recognize employees at the 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 etc. length of service at our Annual Green Gala. Recognition comes
along with a monetary gift card.
- Started a Twitter Campaign to add fun to the workplace
- Social Media
- Above and Beyond Award

Q7 What is the most important thing you feel you or your company could do better to reward and retain
employees?
- Implement a pay for performance model
- Pay more toward health benefits. reinstate education reimbursement
- Define realistic and effective expectations of performance.
- Communication and policy changes
- Start a rewards program
- Better communication and positive feedback
- Recognize on a higher level and tie to performance
- Focus on rewarding high performers
- Do it more often
- Establish a recognition program and committee
- Higher pay
- More face-to-face discussions with employees letting them know how much their efforts are appreciated. We are,
at times, generous with rewards but there is little tie-in with verbal recognition. I believe this results in the EE being
temporarily satisfied with the gift, but still left with a sense that their work is not truly appreciated.
- More sincere personal thank you recognition and thank you notes
- Working in a non-profit, maintaining competitive pay and benefits. I think we do a lot of the small things to keep
employees motivated.
- Encourage more peer recognition
- Improve awareness of career path opportunities
- Recognize in the moment achievements, make a bigger deal of work that is above and beyond the expected, create
more fanfare for milestone anniversaries
- Make thank you’s more personal
- Relevant rewards for hard work
- Yearly increases
- Link rewards to performance
- Stronger Leadership
- Recognition of a job well done or a simple thank you for all your hard work and dedication.
- Offer more rewards from list in question 2
- Implement a Safety bonus and give recognition to the employees behind the scenes that contribute to the success
of the project by providing support but do not get recognized at end of the project. (i.e. drafters, admin, etc)
- Increasing base pay salaries
- I think we need to structure rewards and recognition to be more specific to jobs, ie: a fork lift driver has a much
bigger contribution to safety than an office clerk so when they have a year of no recordables that is a much bigger
deal than the office having none. Same thing with considering the varying generations, a millennial would much
rather have a day off than a big screen tv.
- Timely feedback
- Recognize employees more!
- More recognition in general (via email, at company meetings, a simple thank you, etc.)
- Personal recognition from supervisors / CEO. Acknowledging specific times when an employee has gone above and
beyond, which led to a great outcome for the agency.
- More paid time off/paid holidays
- Assign work that matches the pay range.
- More often from supervisors

- I think we are doing a great job at recognition.
- We reward & retain with profit-sharing bonuses, not recognition bonuses so this is hard to answer properly.
- I think we could recognize them better by doing more consistent reviews and giving out regular raises
- Offer additional ways of reward, time off, flex time, etc.
- Rewarding and retaining employees are two completely different areas. For awards, we need to make sure it's not
always the same person receiving the award. For retaining employees, we need to adequately compensate them.
- More structured training
- Our employees are treated very fairly and well on a day to day basis. We feel this is more important for our type of
business than one-time recognition.
- This company is very generous.
- More consistent recognition
- Managers could increase the frequency of their informal verbal thank you's to their staff.
- More personal feedback from supervisor
- Become vested in a program
- Managers help employees feel valued by personal thank you and small recognition
- I would like to see a bonus system
- Performance Evaluations
- Communication

Answer Key:
Green - Are excited and very appreciative of our company’s efforts to recognize them
Blue - Do not seem to get excited/motivated by efforts to reward/recognize them
Yellow - Seem to expect rewards; do not seem appreciative

Comments:
- Millennials want money and will find it elsewhere if they do not get it
- I think that those who are internally driven to work hard and are rewarded are more appreciative than those who
are externally driven to work hard every so often and rewarded.
- It depends more on the attitude of the individual than the age
- We have always given years of service awards, but the Values in Action recognition is still in the early stages, so hard
to tell
- Older employees more appreciative
- Depends on the reward that month. Most are appreciated and we try to select different ones each month to keep it
fresh.

